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Word Power Made Easy Capsule 101 

Add to your Vocabulary with 5 new words! Word Power Made Easy PDF Capsule 101 

brought to you by Testbook's team of experts! Today's words: Jaded, Jest, Jocose, 

Junket and Juxtapose! #VocabPDF #WordPowerMadeEasy #WordsOfTheDay 

#LearnEasy #EnglishIsEasy #Testbook #BlogPower #ShareKnowledge #ShareYourLove 

Vocabulary is an important part of SBI Clerk, SBI PO, SSC CGL and other exams. A major 

portion of the question paper tests vocabulary. To help you prepare, Testbook brings you 

a list of commonly asked words in any competitive exam. There's More! We also serve you 

with some easy tricks up your sleeve to remember these words and ace your paper. 

Download the PDF to revise later. Here’s Word Power Made Easy PDF Capsule 101. 

Jaded (adjective)

Hindi translation: क्लांत 

Meaning: bored or lacking enthusiasm, typically after having had too much of 

something 

Memory Tip: Jaded rhymes with faded; Justin's attention faded at the end. 

Used in Sentence: At the end, everyone looked jaded. 
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Jest (noun/verb) 

Hindi translation: मजलक 

Meaning: a thing said or done for amusement; a joke. 

Memory Tip: Jest joking!! 

 

Used in Sentence: He tried to explain that it was meant in jest. 

 

Jocose (adjective) 
Hindi translation: विनोदी 
Meaning: playful or humorous 

Memory Tip: Jocose; joke, of course! 

 

Used in Sentence: His remark was impossibly jocose. 
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Junket (noun/verb) 

Hindi translation: सरै 

Meaning: attend or go on a trip or celebration at public expense 

Memory Tip: Bunk the office, grab a jacket, flight with Jet, make public 

rupee just a junk. 

 

Used in Sentence: Politicians junketing is a topic of media debate. 
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Juxtapose (verb) 
Hindi translation: पलस-पलस रखनल 
Meaning: place side by side for contrasting effect. 

Memory Tip: Juxt rhymes with next; Next in position as opposed (oppose - 

differ; for contrast) 

 

Use in Sentence: The white lily was striking when juxtaposed with green leaves. 

Solve numerous questions for FREE on Testbook to boost your preparation for various 

Government Exams. 

Attempt FREE Qs Here 

Having any doubts regarding any Government Exam, share it with our expert on our 

Discuss platform. 

Share Your Queries Here 

Which words do you want memory tips for? Let us know in the comments! 

Click here for more words 
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